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This book is great. The paper is excellent quality. No, the pages are not perforated, if I want to take
page out, and hang it on the break room fridge so that my stupid coworker sees it, I just use my
exacto knife to cut it out. This really does help to release my anger, perfect title for this book. If you
have an idiot co worker, an idiot spouse, an idiot mom in law, a douche neighbor, you need this
book. This would make an excellent gift for anyone in your life that loves and collects adult coloring
books. The images are single sided, so you can use which ever medium you prefer without ruining
images on the backsides. Two thumbs up!!!*I paid FULL PRICE for this item and I am under no
obligation to leave a review, positive or negative*

This coloring book is absolutely awesome I love the things that they have in it and it's a hell of a lot
of fun to coloring and the drawings and pictures behind the words are very pretty plus it comes with
20 bonus pictures to colorDISCLAIMER:-I purchased this item at a discount in return for my honest
and unbiased review of the product.-The views expressed here are my own, based on my personal
use and experience with the product. They are unbiased and honest reviews. Any feedback,
positive or negative, regarding this product is based on my personal experience with the product.-I
am not affiliated with this company or its products.-The price I paid for the product does not
influence my feedback or review. My reviews reflect the product at its full sale price.-I only leave

positive feedback and reviews when the product meets my expectations.-If this review has been
helpful, please click â€œyesâ€•, or if I've left anything out, feel free to ask. Your feedback will allow
me to continue to leave helpful reviews of products.-When I am making my decision to buy a
product online, I rely heavily on otherâ€™s reviews and feedback. In turn, I will only leave a fair,
honest, and unbiased review of each product in the hopes that it will help others make informed
decisions about the products they are considering purchasing.

Note To The A$$hole Boyfriend is full of hilariously re-latable quotes that are beautifully illustrated.
This is the ultimate angry at your boyfriend guaranteed to make you feel better coloring book!!! The
pages are a nice thickness so you can use markers and not have to worry about the colors bleeding
through.I received Alex O'Connell's Notes To The A$$hole Boyfriend: Stress-Relieving Swear Word
Coloring Book for Adults (Sweary Coloring Books) at a discounted price in exchange for my honest
and unbiased review. However this in no way influences my review. My promise to you is my honest
opinion! Thank you for taking the time to read my review, I hope you will find it helpful.Was my
review helpful? If so please vote yes! If you did not find my review helpful please leave me a
comment on how I can improve. Again I thank you for taking the time to read my review and I hope
it was helpful!!

I received this product at a discounted price in exchange for my honest review. I purchased this
coloring book as a gag gift for my best friend who's having a massive fight with her boyfriend and I
wanted to cheer her up. The illustrations are well done and hilarious, perfect adult coloring book for
a little stress relief. I'm really hoping she gives me one of the pages when she's done coloring it to
hang on my fridge. Bonus! The guy I'm dating noticed this book on my table waiting to be sent off to
my friend and immediately started doing my dishes and cleaning the kitchen, so ladies if you need
help around the house perhaps having this coloring book around will help. If not you can color your
frustrations away.

Bought this as a gift for my 19 year old daughter, she has been though a few nasty breakups and i
thought this would be a perfect way to keep her mind busy while improving her mood.the color
pages are fun and sure to bring a smile to anyone's face. The detailed pages allow for hours of
stress relief and therapeutic coloring.I do have to legally disclose that I received this product at a
discount in exchange for an HONEST and unbiased review. In NO WAY do I work for this company,
I simply do the research and test these products so that YOU as the consumer know what it is that

you are purchasing.

For the most part I really really like this book. It has a lot of pages in it and is a great way to help
deal with breakups. However this first page (the one I quoted in the title) makes no sense....or at
least, is messed up. And another down side is that some of the pages are a little hard to differentiate
the words from the background, so it is is hard to read. But for the most part I really like it a lot. It
seems a little on the cheap side, but it has a lot of pages so it evens out.I received this at a reduced
price for my honest unbiased review

Going through a separation myself- I thoroughly enjoyed these snarky doodle pages. Inspiring really
and of course coloring adds peace to my life. So it kind of makes you smirk while coloring the witty
words. Very well done and great idea. I shared with a group of ladies that I meet with weekly and
they are definitely going to be ordering.Added perk is that you get access to more online!I received
this product at a discount in exchange for my honest and unbiased review. I have already
recommended it.
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